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: The WPA in Tampa: A Photographic Essay

THE WPA IN TAMPA:
A PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY
The depression of the 1930s stirred Americans to re-think many long cherished beliefs. Chief
among these was the idea of self-help, which had generally precluded government assistance to
the needy. With the exception of some groups like veterans and widows, Americans were
expected to take care of themselves or rely on private charity if available. In 1933 the reality of
12 million unemployed, including many middle-class professionals, changed a lot of minds, and
under the leadership of President Franklin D. Roosevelt the federal government opened its
coffers to the newly needy who were widely perceived as the “worthy” poor.
Initially the New Deal provided cash relief for the unemployed. However, as the economic
crisis persisted, administrators worried that recipients would lose the work ethic or – even worse
– come to consider government assistance a right. Work relief thus became a popular alternative
because it gave the able-bodied in need an opportunity to earn their government checks. Even
though it was significantly more expensive than cash payments, work relief was seen as a way to
preserve initiative among the unemployed and materially improve the physical and cultural
environment of America.
In 1935 Congress created the Works Progress (later Projects) Administration as part of a $5
billion investment in relief for the next fiscal year. WPA relied on local administration to put
needy Americans temporarily back to work. The genius of the WPA, that it attempted to employ
the skills of the needy, meant that it included everything from construction projects to arts
programs. Although designed to provide “temporary” relief, the WPA lasted until 1943, when it
was finally dissolved. During its life, the WPA established a remarkable record of public
construction, which included 125,000 buildings, 78,000 bridges, and 651,000 miles of roads.
Like other communities around the country, Tampa took advantage of the WPA to put people
back to work and undertake much needed improvements. The scope of this effort was
impressive, and its benefits are still visible. At its peak in 1938, WPA put 9,000 people to work
in Tampa and Hillsborough County. During eight years of operation, WPA poured an estimated
$20 million in the community. Notable projects included the construction of Peter O. Knight
Airfield on Davis Islands, the creation of a sea wall and improvements along Bayshore
Boulevard, the building of Clara Frye Hospital which became the city’s hospital for African
Americans, the paving of 680 miles of new roads, and the installation of the first sidewalks on
many local streets. For women, who were excluded from construction projects, the WPA set up
sewing rooms that produced articles of clothing for distribution by private charities. The WPA
also established white-collar projects that employed, for example, teachers who gave lessons in
English and public speaking.
In addition, WPA programs employed a variety of local artists. The Federal Music Program
provided Tampa with an orchestra of over one hundred musicians who gave open-air concerts.
The Federal Theatre Program featured a Spanish-language ensemble that employed 120 people
and presented dozens of paid and free performances. Although segregated on WPA projects,
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blacks found employment on construction projects and in arts programs, including two small
bands – one for African-American women and the other for men.
This essay draws on photographs long buried in the papers of Stetson Kennedy, who helped
administer the WPA in Florida. Now housed in the South Labor Archives at Georgia State
University in Atlanta, Kennedy’s papers contain photographs which provide a remarkably candid
view of WPA projects in Tampa. They are reproduced here for the first time.
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Riveting sections for a hangar at Peter O. Knight Airfield on Davis Island (May 7,
1936).
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Making pipe connections at the Davis Island Ramp (May 20, 1936).

Digging muck as part of the construction of Columbus Drive (October 3, 1936).
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Hand grading of Nebraska Avenue (June 27, 1936).

Removing surface asphalt on Nebraska Avenue (July 1, 1936).
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Laying bricks on Magnolia Avenue (January 29, 1936).

Paving Magnolia Avenue (February 27, 1936). The sign behind the steamroller to the right says
"Hair Cut 35" and Shave 20." (The six-story apartment building in the background is now a
University of Tampa dormitory.)
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Peeling poles to be used in construction of the Bayshore sea wall (January 29, 1936).

Black workers excavating in preparation for laying forms for the Bayshore sea wall (February
26, 1936).
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Pouring concrete as part of the sea wall along Bayshore Boulevard (March 11, 1936). This
photograph clearly shows black and white workers side-by-side, although there were
undoubtedly hierarchies by job classification.

Black workers pouring concrete for the balustrade along Bayshore Boulevard (October 27,
1936).
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Laying forms for the county detention home (January 8,1936). This is an all-black crew,
apparently under the supervision of the white man to the right.

Black laborers assisting white brick layers at the county detention home (March 4, 1936).
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Preparing forms for the foundation of the county hospital (December 7, 1936).

The former "Flor de Cuba" cigar factory in Ybor City which housed a WPA sewing room for
unemployed women.
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A sewing room installed in an empty cigar factory (October 26, 1936).

Another view of a sewing room (March 10, 1936).
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